Your File:

MOE South Region Authorization # 107689

Our File: REF 16-010

Date: 22 March 2016
Brian Fagan
Upland Excavating Ltd.
7295 Gold River Highway
Campbell River, BC, V9H 1P1
Email: inquiries@uplandgroup.ca

Attention: Mr. Fagan
Re: City of Campbell River COMMENTS ON UPLAND LANDFILL – NOTIFICATION OF APPLICATION
FOR OPERATIONAL CERTIFICATE FOR SOLID, NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE LANDFILL; 7295 Gold
River Highway
Proponent: Upland Excavating Ltd
Legal Description: Lot A, District Lot 85, Sayward District, Plan 30709 except part in Plan
EPP15087
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your application and supporting draft technical
information to the British Columbia Ministry of Environment to obtain an Operational Certification
for a solid, non-hazardous waste landfill. The City of Campbell River understands that the
Operational Certification will replace the current Permit PR-10807, dated 2 June 1992 issued under
the Environmental Management Act.
In general, the City of Campbell River recognizes that there is a need for a local solution for the
disposal of contaminated soil and asbestos, as opposed to having the materials hauled to other
communities and watersheds. At the same time, any proposed facility has the potential to have
environmental impacts of concern and the City must feel confident that every precaution has been
considered to avoid impacts to the community’s drinking watershed as well as the Quinsam River,
Cold Creek and the environment.
Based on our discussion on 17 March 2016, the City understands that all of the questions received in
relation to the public consultation process will be summarized and answered and this information
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will be available online. Please provide a written copy of these responses to the City that can be
included in the project file and circulated to Council. It is important to the City that all of the
stakeholders including the Campbell River Environmental Committee (CREC) are fully engaged and
answers provided. In particular the City is aware of the following concern recently expressed by
CREC that the City would appreciate clarification on:
When CREC asked Upland’s consultant for confirmation that Rico Lake drained to McIvor Lake, as was stated at
2.1.2 in their Operation Report, we were told that "Rico Lake is fed by rainfall, surface water runoff, and
groundwater flow from McIvor Lake." The lakes are hydraulically connected but (Rico Lake) is without surficial
connection to McIvor Lake."
Upland also answered that Rico Lake does not drain to McIvor.
Our recent observations show that the water elevation of Rico Lake is above that of McIvor Lake at full
reservoir level. Groundwater flow would therefore be to McIvor Lake. Rico Lake is only 66 feet away from
McIvor, with a natural geologic pathway to McIvor Lake.
While the drainage map shows the rest of the Upland site with an eastern flow, Upland’s Operation Report
(2.1.1) states, "A contrast in site topography is observed along the western property boundary and at the south
east corner of the site." Upland’s report also states that, "A portion of the western property boundary dips
steeply west towards Rico Lake." Upland's Hydrology report (3.1) also states, "...the eastern extent of Rico Lake
encroaches onto the site."

The above notes from CREC have been copied to City staff and Council and have been included in the
March 21, 2016 City Council agenda. Upland’s answers to these questions will be an important
component of the public record.
Below is a list of City staff questions, comments and understandings for your review and response.
Zoning: As per the City letter dated 23 Feb 2016 from Kevin Brooks, Development Services
Supervisor, based on an initial review of the City of Campbell River Zoning Bylaw No. 3250, 2006 it
appears the property is zoned Industrial Three (I3). The I3 zone does not permit a landfill as you have
proposed at this location and as such, a preliminary review indicates that you will likely need to
rezone the parcel to Industrial Four (I4) which permits the proposed use.
Development Permit Requirements: Should the proposal proceed, please be advised that the
development triggers the City of Campbell River’s Watershed Development Permit process. In
addition to the final copies of the technical reports, an Environmental Impact Assessment will be
required that assesses risks and that defines and evaluates the cumulative effects of the project
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including: water quality and quantity (ground and surface water); hydrology; air quality; aquatic
biology; fauna (wildlife); flora (tree and vegetation inventory); soils and microclimate.
Mining Permit Amendment: Please reconfirm that the proposed landfill does not trigger a Mine
Permit amendment at the site.
Proposed Waste Discharge Permit – Hydrocarbon Contaminated Soil Remediation Facility: Previous
to the current landfill application, Upland requested public comments in 2014 on the above
mentioned facility Provincial Pre-Authorization # 107008, tracking no. 309039. The City understands
that this original site proposal to the Ministry of Environment on the same property has not been
withdrawn and remains in the Provincial queue. Please advise on the status of this application and
Upland’s next steps in relation to this proposal.
Security: If an Operational Certificate is granted will the Province require Upland to post a security? If
so, can you provide any details on how the amount of the security would be determined and would
the value of the security be considered public information?
Landfill Criteria: The DOCP report notes that both the 1993 Landfill Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste
and the Draft Second Edition Landfill Criteria for Municipal Solid Waste, September 2015 were
considered. Does the 2015 criteria completely replace the 2015 criteria? Are there any sections of
the 1993 criteria that influence the DOCP that would not be covered in the 2015 criteria?
Watercourses: The description of watercourses in section 2.1.2 of the DOCP should be broadened
and consistent with the more complete definition of surface water features as noted in the
Hydrology report. City, Provincial and Federal Regulations must take into account all surface water
features.
Climate Change: Starting in section 2.4 of the DOCP, there is no reference to climate change. Instead,
only Environment Canada’s Climate Normals measured between 1980 and 2010 at the Campbell
River Airport are mentioned and these figures appear to be the basis of the modelling throughout
the report. While the City understands that some additional freeboard was added to these figures, it
would seem appropriate to reference climate change and tools available to estimate how
precipitation patterns are expected to change. For instance, the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium
Plan2Adapt tool uses the 1961-1990 baseline historical period to model various climate variables in
the Strathcona Region to the 2050s. The ensemble median for annual precipitation is an increase of
6% (summer may be -14% while winter values are +6% but may range up to an additional 13%).
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Climate change variables should be addressed in the report and taken into consideration in the
various models that currently draw on Climate Normals. Specifically, how will climate change related
changes in precipitation potentially alter hydrological modelling and design storm frequency in the
following sections of the report:








Section 3.10 Surface Management Works
Section 8.1-8.4 Surface Water Management Plan
Section 9.1-9.8 Leachate Management Plan (Figures 9.1 and Table 9.5)
Section 10.1-10.4 Landfill Gas Generation Assessment
Section 11.6.3 Surface Water Control
Section 11.6.4 Post-Closure Infiltration Ponds
Section 13.1-13.3 Groundwater and Surface Water Impact Assessment

Other Soil Uses: Section 3.3.4 of the DOCP report notes that soils used for Site development such as
road construction, berm construction, fire breaks, and other applications outside of the limit of
waste will meet the industrial land use soil quality standards as defined in the Contaminated Sites
Regulation. Will stormwater runoff from these structures be treated? Will any runoff from dust
control in Section 6.6.1 be collected and treated?
Snow Management: More details are required on how snow will be managed including additional
detail on storage location and any requirements to manage runoff once the snow melts.
Base Liner: What are the anticipated impacts at the end of the base liner’s service life of 100 years as
identified in Section 3.6 of the DOCP?
Ditch Locations: Please clarify on Figure 8.2 where the stormwater conveyance features are. In
Section 8.4.3 these figures are listed as channels and ponds but Figure 8.2 shows no channels or
ponds. What happens to the water reaching the outfalls as shown in the Figure 8.2?
Final Cover: Can a more detailed description be provided for the final cover vegetation? Would trees
be included?
Invasive Plants Including Noxious Weeds: Please include a plan on how invasive plants including
noxious weeds will be controlled on the Site. Is there any risk of invasives establishing outside the
limit of waste and are there currently invasive plants on the Site?
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Waste Characterization: What is the process to characterize waste in Section 6.4? Will wetted
materials arriving at the site for landfill be accepted? If so, will there be a dewatering process and
what would the process for this be?
Litter Control: What are the “practical steps” to prevent litter escape from the Site in Section 6.6.3?
Scavenging: Section 6.10 prohibits scavenging from the active face. Are there any other areas on the
Site where scavenging may be permitted?
Vector and Wildlife Management: Is it necessary to prevent / exclude waterfowl from the leachate
ponds? What is the risk to wildlife using the ponds? Will the ponds provide habitat for invasive,
introduced Canada Geese?
Burning: Is it unrealistic to say that burning of prohibited materials will never occur? What would be
a reasonable percentage of contaminants that may be burnt? With respect to regulation, please
ensure that the document identifies that permitting through the City of Campbell River Fire
Department is also required. The City is very concerned about the risk of wildfire in the drinking
watershed and as such please include details on buffer distances.
Material Dewatering:
Leachate: At what point will the leachate treatment design be completed? Section 9.8.1 notes that
some leachate will be stored in the landfill (up to 1,900m3) allowing for the treatment pond to be
sized based on daily flows rather than peak daily flows (holds 1,800m3). Will storage of leachate in
the landfill increase the contaminant load it carries prior to treatment? Why wouldn’t additional
treatment ponds be constructed for use in those months where there is excess leachate production
(Jan, Nov and Dec as noted in Table 9.5)?
Methane Production: In Section 9.8.4.2, what is meant by “Optimal range of moisture content in
refuse for methane production is reported to be 40% to 70% by weight?” Does optimal mean the
most methane produced in terms of quantity signalling waste breakdown, or does it mean the least
amount which might be considered optimal because methane is a much more potent GHG
compared to CO2?
Note that in Sections 10.4.2.1 and 10.4.2.2 moisture content in the landfill is identified as one of the
most important parameters affecting landfill gas generation. Wouldn’t leachate storage in the landfill
increase methane production? How does leachate storage impact the value of k (the landfill gas
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generation constant) in the generation model used? How does leachate storage influence the water
addition factor of 1 in the model? In Section 10.3, k ranges from 0.006 per year for dry sites to 0.07
for wet sites and the total yields of methane range from approximately 10 to 350 m3 per tonne of
waste. That is quite a range that would be good to reduce as much as possible.
What is the best strategy for minimizing landfill gas emissions? For the sake of comparison, 2014
Corporate GHG emissions for the City of Campbell River were 1,609 T-CO2e and the 2007
Community GHG emissions were 204,265 T-CO2e. Table 10.3 showing Landfill Gas Generation
Results stops at 2039 when the emissions are only just starting to drop (still 10,600 T-CO2e/year) –
this table should be for a longer time frame to include the life cycle footprint of the emissions.
In Section 10.4.2.4, the annual methane generation figure is estimated to be ~560 tonnes per year.
The regulatory threshold is 1,000 tonnes of methane per year and therefore a LFG Management
Facility Design Plan will likely not be required. Is the proposed operation financially viable if the LFG
generation rates turn out to be much higher and a management facility is required?
LFG and Safety: Section 10.5 notes that GHG emissions create health and toxicity issues, and create
nuisance odours. It should also be mentioned that LFG contributes to climate change. If the overall
production of GHG is reduced by having a local facility as opposed to hauling wastes to another
location, this would be important to present along with some technical analysis.
Annual Operations and Monitoring Reports: The City would like to request that these annual reports
be submitted to the City in addition to the Provincial Director; please confirm that will be possible.
Also, will these reports be available to the public?
Prelandfilling Baseline Water Quality: Since the site is already operating as a landfill is it correct to
call the baseline water quality “prelandfilling” in the hydrology report? To what extent is the baseline
water quality already impacted by past landfilling activity at the Site?
Transportation of Materials: The City requests that Upland work with City staff to identify any areas
along the route to the proposed facility where accidents or spills could pose a hazard to the drinking
watershed. This would allow mitigation strategies to be developed.
Ground and Surface Water Quality Testing: In addition to the frequency of ground water sampling in
Section 14 Environmental Monitoring Program, please include/verify parameters and limits that will
be used. If parameters are found to be above limit there should be a procedure in place to contact
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the City and VIHA that is acceptable to all parties. Periodic surface water sampling at Rico and McIvor
Lakes is recommended.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on this proposal. We look forward to receiving
additional information on the proposal and working with the Ministry staff and the proponent on the
project.

Terri Martin, B.Sc., R.P.Bio.
Environmental Coordinator

Nathalie Viau, B.Sc., M.A.
Water Supervisor

Report reviewed and endorsed by:

Amber Zirnhelt, M.Sc., MCIP, RPP
Manager of Community Planning and Development Services

cc:

Ministry of Environment - A. Leuschen, Senior Environmental Protection Officer
Deputy City Manager/General Manager of Operations – Ron Neufeld
Utilities Manager – Jennifer Peters
Development Services Supervisor – Kevin Brooks
Planner – Matthew Fitzgerald
Property file
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